
Tip of the Week. 

This week your homework involves counting and looking 

at flat 2D shapes. Once children can use number names 

and use them in order it is crucial they understand they 

need to say one number name for one object. Any 

counting activity helps with this, so why not look for 2D 

shapes around the house and count these? When  

children start Nursery School we initially  

focus on ‘triangle’, ‘square’ , ‘rectangle’ and ‘circle’. 

Have a look at everyday objects and help your child to 

name the flat shapes they see. Although cereal boxes at 

the breakfast table are 3D shapes, they are still made up 

of rectangles. Plates on the table  and car wheels are  

circle shapes, DVD cases are rectangle shapes.  

Once you and your child have identified the shapes and 

counted them, you might like to record the number of  

objects you find in the boxes overleaf. There is also space 

for you to record more unusual shapes you might find 

such as pentagons. Your child might like to write the  

numerals in the boxes or they could make tally marks to 

represent the number of objects found. These marks may 

be lines or circles, it doesn’t matter, but finding other ways 

to represent numbers is also another vital maths skill.  

Have a good weekend and enjoy your shape hunt! 
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